
Closed Caption Editing Tool 

Overview: This tool was built to allow unit personnel to edit the closed caption information being 
automatically retrieved, or if no information is available yet, to create it, and have them immediately 
reflect on the published video. 

 

1. Click on “Closed Captions” on the admin menu. Published videos from the unit(s) you belong to 
will appear on the screen as well as pertinent information about each video. If you would like to 
view videos from one specific unit, choose the unit from the drop down labeled “My Units.” To 
return to viewing all of your units’ videos, choose “Show All Units” from said drop down. Videos 
display in reverse chronological order based on the date the video was published. To the right of 
each video you will see a button indicating whether to “Add CC Data” or to “Edit CC Data”. Click 
either of these buttons next to the desired video to begin. 

 

 

 

Choose which unit you would like 
to view from this drop down 

Pertinent Video Information 
Title, Description & video Credit 

Add/Edit Closed Caption Data 



2. Adding New Closed Caption Information. 
When the page loads, the video you selected will begin playing on the left hand side of the 
screen. Scroll/Watch the video to the point in which you would like to start a closed caption cue, 
and click the “Insert Start Cue” button.  The timestamp for this cue-point will appear below the 
button.  Continue to scroll/watch until you would like that particular closed caption cue to end 
and click the “Insert End Cue” button. The timestamp for this cue-point will appear below the 
button. Insert the text you would like to appear on the video between the two cue-points and 
press the “Add CC Cue” button. If your text is empty or your times collide with another cue-
point, you will be alerted. If your addition was accepted you will see it appear in the box to the 
right labeled “Current Closed Caption Cues” in the appropriate place according to the 
timestamp. If at any point you no longer wish to add a closed caption cue, click the “Clear Form” 
button. You may return to the list of videos by clicking “Back to videos.” 

 

Click button to 
insert beginning 
timestamp for cue. 

Click button to 
insert ending 
timestamp for cue. 

Insert text for cue 

Click “Add CC Cue” when 
finished adding text, or click 
“Clear Form” to start over. 



 

3. Editing/Deleting a current Closed Caption Cue. 
To edit a current closed caption cue, click the edit icon next to the cue you would like to edit in 
the section on the right labeled “Current Closed Caption Cues.” Start and end time information 
will appear in bellow the Start and End Cue buttons, as well as the text into the text area. The 
video will automatically scroll itself to the beginning cue-point. You may scroll/watch the video 
to the new start and end points if desired, and click the “Insert Start Cue” and “Insert End Cue” 
to update these timestamps. Edit the text to what you desire and click the “Update Cue” button 
to submit edits. You will see edits reflected in the area labeled “Current Closed Caption Cues” in 
the appropriate area. If at any point you no longer wish to edit that cue-point, click the “Clear 
Form” button to reset the page. 
To delete a closed caption cue-point, simply click the trashcan icon next to the cue-point you 
would like to delete. 

 

 

 
 

Start and end  
timestamps for  

current cue-point 

Click pencil to edit 
the cue-point, click 
delete to remove it 

Click “Update Cue” when finished 
editing cue-point, or click “Clear 
Form” to start over. 



Closed Caption FAQ 

 

How soon after I add/edit a cue-point will it show on the video for people to see? 
 Immediately! All edits are real time, as soon as you click the Add/Update buttons the new 
information will load for all users when they visit that video. 

 

Can I edit closed caption information for videos in the archive? 
 No. As of right now this tool is only built to edit published videos. 

 

I didn’t mean to delete that closed caption cue! Help! 
 Sadly, deleting is permanent.  If you click the trash can icon it will ask you to confirm that that is 
in fact what you intended on doing. 

 

Where does the data already attached to my videos come from? 
 Upon publishing your video to the DVIDS website, you video is placed in a queue to be 
processed for closed caption information.  The speed at which it is processed varies by the size of the 
current queue. 

 

Will my captions be overwritten by the automated process? 
 No. Once you start creating or editing closed caption information, that video will be removed 
from the automated process. 

 

How accurate is the closed captioning tool? 

 Under optimal recording conditions – the tool is 75% accurate.  Optimal conditions consist of a 
person speaking articulately and clearly, and zero to minimal background noise.  DVIDS is not 
responsible for the outcome of the closed captioning.  It is the responsibility of the unit and/or 
government organization to edit, add and delete closed captioning.  This tool should be viewed as a 
starting point and aid to complete 508 compliance.    

 

 



How long does it take for my video to be closed captioned? 

 Following the submission process, the video is automatically placed in a queue for captioning.  
The speed at which the products are processed varies by size of the queue. 

 


